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ABSTRACT
Datasets play a central role in the training and evaluation of machine learning (ML) models. But they are also the root cause of
many undesired model behaviors, such as biased predictions. To
overcome this situation, the ML community is proposing a datacentric cultural shift, where data issues are given the attention they
deserve, for instance, proposing standard descriptions for datasets.
In this sense, and inspired by these proposals, we present a modeldriven tool to precisely describe machine learning datasets in terms
of their structure, data provenance, and social concerns. Our tool
aims to facilitate any ML initiative to leverage and benefit from this
data-centric shift in ML (e.g., selecting the most appropriate dataset
for a new project or better replicating other ML results). The tool
is implemented with the Langium workbench as a Visual Studio
Code plugin and published as an open-source.

1

INTRODUCTION

Motivation: As data is gaining centrality, especially in machine
learning (ML) applications, the processes involved in building by
datasets are becoming more complex [8]. Dataset creation involves
different teams and stages such as gathering, labeling, and design.
Recent studies have reported undesired consequences, and negative
downstream effects in the whole machine learning pipeline due to
data issues [13, 14]. For example, facial analysis datasets with a low
number of darker-skinned faces could drop the accuracy of face
analysis models in that particular group, representing social harm to
them [9]. As another example, a natural language dataset gathered
from Australian speakers could drop the accuracy of models trained
to support users of the United States due to the different language
styles [1]. In both examples, we see the need to store information
about the gathering and labeling stages, or high-level analysis, such
as the social impact on specific groups.
State-of-the-art: This situation has brought recent interest inside
the research community about a data-centric cultural shift in the machine learning field1 . The standardization of data creation processes,
the need for formal documentation, and the need for mature tools
to adopt best practices are common demands inside the research
community. Therefore, recent works such as Datasheets for datasets,
among others [1, 3, 4, 7, 11], have proposed the main guidelines
for the creation of standard documentation for datasets. In these
proposals, the authors pinpoint the data aspects that could affect
how the dataset should be used, or the quality of the ML models
trained with it.
1 https://spectrum.ieee.org/andrew-ng-data-centric-ai

Our proposal: In this sense, we present DescribeML, a modeldriven tool to precisely describe datasets according to the dimensions demanded by the aforementioned proposals. This tool provides a specific notation based on a domain-specific language (DSL)
described here [5], and guides creators through the dataset description process with common modern language features such
as auto-completion, syntactic and semantic highlight, validation,
cross-references etc.
Moreover, once the dataset is modeled using our tool, it can
then be easily manipulated with model-driven engineering tools
and techniques, opening the door to a number of (semi)automated
application scenarios. For instance, searching the most suitable
dataset based on the requirements of the ML projects (e.g., searching for a dataset compliant with specific social concerns, such as
specific demographic), starting what, in a future, could become a
dataset marketplace. We developed DescribeML using the Langium
language workbench as a plugin for Visual Studio Code. The plugin
is open-sourced in a public repository2 and released in the Visual
Studio Code Marketplace
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the DSL
behind our proposal notation, Section 3 presents the architecture
and the development process of the tool, Section 4 presents the
usage of the tool and, finally, Section 5 wraps up the conclusions.

2

MODELING MACHINE LEARNING
DATASETS

To implement our tool, we used a domain-specific language (DSL)
proposal intended to describe dataset for machine-learning [5]. This
language, inspired by the recent documentation proposals in the
ML field, offers a set of modeling primitives to describe the different
stages (gathering, labeling, design, etc.) of the dataset creation, and
relevant aspects that may affect the uses of the data and the quality
of the models using these data. The DSL is structured in four main
parts (Metadata, Composition, Provenance, SocialConcerns) that can
be seen in Figure 1.
In the Metadata part, we can express the general information
about the dataset such as the uniqueId, the description, the dates
(update, release, published) and the associated tags. In parallel,
we can express information regarding the uses of the data, such
as licenses and recommended and non-recommended applications.
Finally, we can set the authoring information, such as the authors,
funders, or the maintenance policies of the dataset.
In the Composition part we can express aspects concerning the
data structure, statistical description values, quality metrics, and
the consistency rules that the dataset satisfies. As we can see in
2 https://github.com/SOM-Research/DescribeML
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Metadata
uniqueId: String
title: String
version: Version
dates: Dates
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Composition

Provenance

compositionRationale: String

SocialConcerns

curationRationale: String

dataInstances

labelingProcesses

1..*
DataInstance

0..*
LabelingProcess

0..*

generalRationale: String

gatheringProcesses

issues
0..*

GatheringProcess

SocialIssue

description:Description

id: String

description: String

description: String

tags: Tags

description: String

type: LabelingEnum

type: GatherEnum

description: String

licenses:LicencesEnum

type: TypeEnum

requirements: Requirement

sources: Sources

type: IssueTypeEnum

applications: Applications

size: Integer

demographics: Demographics

demographics: Demographics

authoting: Authoring

statistics: InstanceStatistics

1

0..*

rules: ConsistencyRules
attributes

1..*

0..*

0..*

0..*

0..*
socialIssues

requirements: Requirement

labelingProcess
0..*

Attribute

LabelAttribute

id:String

socialIssues

0..1

relatedAttributes

description: String
type: AttrTypeEnum

0..*

statistics: AttributeStatistics

Figure 1: DSL concepts overview

ARCHITECTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

3 Notice

that, in the data science field, an instance is understood as the group of
attributes of an entity in the real world, similarly to the concept of class in the modeling
community and therefore radically different from our typical understanding of the
word instance in object-oriented programming.
4 https://langium.org/
5 https://code.visualstudio.com/api

Development process
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We have implemented the DSL presented in the last section as a
plugin for Visual Studio Code. We have chosen the Visual Studio
Code (VSCode) environment since it is one of the most popular
development environments in the machine learning field. To implement the tool, we have used Langium4 and the VSCode extension
API5 . Langium is a low-code language engineering toolkit based on
Typescript for Visual Studio Code to create textual DSLs. From a particular grammar, Languim generates a language plugin for VSCode

with modern language features such as autocomplete, syntactical
highlight and cross-references.
In parallel, the VSCode extension API, acts as a wrapper of the
Language Server Protocol allowing us to develop advanced language services (beyond the provided by Langium out-of-the-box),
and also, allowing us to develop custom IDE integration services
such as the developed data preloader or the documentation generator of our tool explained in the sections below.
In Figure 2, we can see an overview of the development process of
the tool. At first, we have defined a Grammar as a specific notation
of the DSL using the Langium Grammar Language6 . Then, Langium
takes this declarative grammar and generates a language plugin for
VSCode in Typescript. Then we have developed a set of custom
services in Typescript using the Visual Code extension API, and we
have integrated them with the generated language plugin. Finally,
we compile the code with a Typescript compiler, and we get a
VSCode plugin ready to be used in the IDE.

Grammar
development

Grammar

Advanced services
development

Language
plugin

Integrated
plugin

Generation process

Figure 1, the DSL allows defining a set of data instances 3 and the
attributes composing these instances. At instance level, we can
express the description, the type (e.g. tabular data), and the size
together with the instance statistics such as the number of missing
values or specific correlation between attributes. Finally, a set of
consistency rules, using the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [2],
can be expressed. For each Attribute, we can express the type of
the attribute (such as categorical or numerical), relate the attribute
with specific labeling process if it is a label, and express relevant
statistics of the attribute (e.g. the length, the mean, or the categorical
distribution).
In the Provenance part, we can express aspects about the gathering and labeling process such as the description of the process,
the process type (e.g. image annotation, or manual human curators), the requirements of each process and information regarding
the data sources. In addition, we can express the demographics of
the processes (information about who labeled the data, and who
gathered the data). Finally, the Social Concerns part, allows expressing specific social issues of the data (such as bias, data potential
harms, or privacy) and relate these issues with specific labeling
and gathering processes (e.g. the labeling team may be biased), or
specific attributes (e.g. "patients_ID" has a privacy issue).

VSCode Plugin

Langium

TypeScript compiler

Figure 2: Tool development process overview
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3.1

The Grammar

The first step of the process has been the Grammar Development.
We have implemented the DSL metamodel to a specific grammar
notation, combining the Langium grammar language and the Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF) syntax [10]. The full grammar
of the tool can be seen at the tool open-source repository 7 .
In Listing 1, we can see an excerpt of the defined grammar. Using
the notation supported by Langium, we have expressed the optional
attributes using the “?” symbols, such as in line 9, where citation is
an optional attribute. Besides, the “|” symbol acts as an OR operator,
so in line 10, after the Description keyword, we give the option to
provide a single string as the description or a three-folded structure
with the purposes, the tasks, and the gaps of the dataset. Also, to
6 https://langium.org/docs/grammar-language/
7 https://github.com/SOM-Research/DescribeML/blob/main/src/language-

server/dataset-descriptor.langium

Listing 1: Grammar excerpt
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Metadata:
name= 'Metadata:'
'Title:' title=STRING
'Unique-identifier:' ident=ID
'Version:' version=ID
('Release Date:' dateRe=DateYear )?
('Updated Date:' dateUp=DateYear )?
('Published Date:' datePu=DateYear )?
(citation=Citation)?
'Description:'
(description=STRING |
(('Purposes:' descriptionpurpose=STRING)?
('Tasks:' '[' descriptionTasks+=MLTasks
((','descriptionTasks+=MLTasks)*']')?)?
('Gaps:' descriptionGaps=STRING)?))
('Licences:' licence=CommonLicences)?
(uses=Applications)?
(distribution=Distribution)?
(area=Area)?
(tags=Tags)?
authoring=Authoring;

22
23
24

Attribute:
//...

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

SocialIssue:
'Social Issue:' name=ID
'IssueType:' IssueType=SocialIssueType
('Related Attributes:'('attribute:'rAtt=[Attribute])*)?
'Description:' desc=STRING
//...
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express zero to any multiplicity relation, we use the “*” symbol.
For instance, in line 13, you can provide a set of machine-learning
tasks.
In addition, some keywords are referencing enumerates such as
CommonLicenses and MLTasks, in lines 33 and 36, that compiles the
common licenses and tasks in the machine learning field. Finally,
we have expressed the cross-references using brackets such as in
line 29, where we can assign a set of related Attributes to a specific
Social Issue. As an example, an attribute “gender” may be related
with a gender parity social issue.

3.2

Advanced Services

Once we developed the grammar, and we had the first version of
the language VSCode plugin generated by Languim, we developed
a set of custom services using the VSCode extension API. Languim
instantiates the grammar as an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST), which
is represented as a collection of TypeScript types describing the
content of a parsed document hierarchically, where the nodes are
represented as a JavaScript objects. Using these objects, and the
wrapper services provided by the Visual Studio Extension API, we
developed a set of custom services to complement our plugin. We
develop two types of custom services, the services providing custom
language features, and the services enhancing the IDE capabilities.
Advanced language features: We override the custom validation service to add custom validation and hints during the documentation process. The hint of the documentation process are
based on the documentation guidelines provided by recent works
[1, 3, 4, 7, 11] in the ML field. These hints provide context to dataset
creators, facilitating the consistency and the correct usage of the
description features.
To implement semantic highlight, VSCode uses the TextMate
grammar as the tokenization engine. This allows us to provide extra
information during the highlighting process based on the language
knowledge. In our case, we mapped the default tokens provided by
the VSCode extension API, such as class, keywords, and variables
with the classes, attributes, and attribute’s values of our grammar.
Enhancing IDE capabilities: We developed a data preloader service to upload data files and create, automatically, the first draft
of the description document. This service gets the .csv files containing the data and apply a set of heuristics to extract basic data
information such as title, date, instances and attributes structure,
and basic statistics.
Finally, we create a document generator that takes a valid document description and generates HTML documentation. This HTML
documentation is also populated with the Schema.org vocabulary [6], a vocabulary to facilitate the discoverability of the content
by the search engines. In particular, we implement the extension
"@dataset" of the vocabulary, as this is used by the Google Dataset
Search engine8 to discover datasets across the web.

32
33
34

CommonLicences returns string:
'Creative Commons' | 'CC0: Public Domain' | //...

35
36
37

MLTasks returns string:
'text-classification'|'question-answering'| //...

4

TOOL USAGE

One of the main goals when designing our tool has been to keep
it simple and easy to use. Therefore, the installation process is as
8 https://datasetsearch.research.google.com/
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Figure 4: Tool editor overview

Tool Usage Workflow

Data
Files
(.csv)
Create
description file
Description
file (empty)
Upload Data

Describe your
data

Description
file (draft)

Generate HTML
Documentation
HTML
documentation

Description
file (full)

Figure 3: Tool usage workflow

simple as searching the plugin in the VSCode extension tab, download and enable it. Alternatively, the plugin can also be installed
by getting the extension file (.vsix) published in the root folder of
the public repository. Then, the main usage workflow of the tool
is composed of four stages, shown in Figure 3. At first, we need
to create a description file (.descml) to allow the IDE to recognize
it. Then we have to preload our data files to fill, automatically, the
created document with a first draft of the description containing
the extracted information from the data (currently, only .csv is supported). Then, helped by the present language features, we need to
fill the description document, and finally, once we have a full valid
document, we can generate the HTML documentation.
In terms of UI, we have chosen to keep the developer’s experience
similar to developing code with VSCode. We chose this approach
as we believe the IDE developer experience is already familiar
for developers of the ML community and can help to flatten the
learning curve of our tool. In Figure 4, we can see an overview of
the editor’s tool. In the square marked with the number “1”, we see
the representation of the instantiated Abstract Syntax Tree as an
outline of the description. In the square marked with the number
“2” we have the two action buttons implementing the custom data
preloader and document generation services. Finally, in the square
market with the number “3”, we have the editor. As we see, the
editor provides features such as syntactic and semantic highlight,
auto-completion, and validation during the dataset’s description
process.
As an example of usage of the tool, we have released a set of
descriptions of popular datasets in a public repository9 . We chose
9 https://github.com/SOM-Research/DescribeML/tree/main/examples/evaluation
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Figure 5: Tool’s hints feature example
these datasets based on the fact that they were already the target
of some of the mentioned recent works in the ML community [3, 4,
11] about dataset documentation practices, and/or have a diverse
provenance and composition. We believe that these descriptions
can be useful as a way to demonstrate our tool.
In Figure 4 we are describing the Movie Reviews Polarity [12]
dataset, a wide-use benchmark dataset for sentimental analysis
tasks, composed of a set of movie reviews tagged with a sentimental
flag (such as positive, negative) by a group of reviewers. In the figure,
we can see the description of the metadata part. In line 17 of the text
editor, we see the auto-completion feature giving suggestions to the
user regarding the machine learning tasks this dataset is intended
for. Moreover, we can see the Area and Tags for the dataset together
with the authors and funders. In addition, every attribute marked
with the horizontal points, such as line 14, 18, 51, 56, and 57 provides
hints to assist creators during the description process. In Figure
5, we can see an example of one of these hints for the Rationale
attribute of the Composition part.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a tool for describing datasets for
the Visual Studio Code environment. The tool assists practitioners during the dataset description using the presented DSL [5].
We believe this tool is a step forward towards the standardization
of dataset descriptions and its future impact in achieving higher
quality ML models, especially from a social perspective (fairness,
diversity, absence of bias, etc.).
As future work, and following the Langium roadmap, we plan to
adapt the tool to web browsers, to be able to integrate our tool in
any web app without the need of having a full IDE instance running
in the back end. On the other hand, we plan to validate the tool with
end-users from the ML community in production environments.
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